Breakouts (Same idea as last week)

- Four rounds
  - Work together on each question
  - Use googledoc for your group as working space
  - Reportback to discuss and compare
  - Decide on different spokesperson for each round
  - I'll call on different groups
  - I'll screenshare
  - Spokesperson talks us through w/ audio on (video optional)

Exercise: Cars, Part 1

- Cars dataset: 4 attributes
  - MPG quantitative
  - Cylinders ordinal
  - Weight quantitative
  - Acceleration quantitative
- Number of items: 100
  - briefly document discussion/choices
  - poll: true when done

Exercise: Cars, Part 4

- Cars dataset: 7 attributes
  - MPG quantitative
  - Cylinders ordinal
  - Horsepower quantitative
  - Weight quantitative
  - Acceleration quantitative
  - Model Year ordinal
  - Origin categorical
- Number of items: 1000
  - briefly document discussion
  - poll: true when done

Credits

- Visualization Analysis and Design (Ch 13, 14)